Cinderella Eats Rice and Beans Musical Overview
Product Code: CE6000

To help you find the perfect musical for your next performance, we have provided this overview of the vocal and orchestral demands for this title.

Solo Songs: Yes

Ensemble/Large Chorus Songs: Yes

Main Character Details:

Padrino (m): F3-E5 vocals, moderate
Cinderella (w): sixth-grader; F3-D5 vocals, moderate
Rosa (w): F3-B4 vocals, moderate
Joey (m): sixth-grader; F3-G4 vocals, easy

Total Number of Songs: 9

Vocal Demands: Moderate

Orchestral Demands: Moderate

Size of Orchestra: Small (piano only)

Ready to Perform?
When you are ready to perform, please apply for rights or contact our customer service department by clicking below.

APPLY FOR RIGHTS
You will be prompted to log in or create an account.

CONTACT US
We are happy to answer any questions you may have
Sheet Music Sample Terms and Conditions

By downloading this sheet music sample, you agree to the following terms and conditions:

- This sheet music sample is available to assist you in the play selection process.
- You may view, print and download any of our sheet music samples for perusal purposes.
- Sheet music samples are not intended for performance, classroom or other use. For any of these uses, you must purchase playbooks and rent music materials via our website or by phone, fax or mail.
- A short sample is not always indicative of the entire work, and we strongly suggest reviewing the entire score and reading the entire play before planning a production or ordering a cast quantity of scripts.

The following pages contain copyright information and at least one page from a variety of songs within the show.
The amateur and stock acting rights to this work are controlled exclusively by THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY without whose permission in writing no performance of it may be given. Royalty must be paid every time a play is performed whether or not it is presented for profit and whether or not admission is charged. A play is performed any time it is acted before an audience. Current royalty rates, applications and restrictions may be found at our website: www.dramaticpublishing.com, or we may be contacted by mail at: DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, 311 Washington St., Woodstock IL 60098.

COPYRIGHT LAW GIVES THE AUTHOR OR THE AUTHOR’S AGENT THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO MAKE COPIES. This law provides authors with a fair return for their creative efforts. Authors earn their living from the royalties they receive from book sales and from the performance of their work. Conscientious observance of copyright law is not only ethical, it encourages authors to continue their creative work. This work is fully protected by copyright. No alterations, deletions or substitutions may be made in the work without the prior written consent of the publisher. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, videotape, film, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher. It may not be performed either by professionals or amateurs without payment of royalty. All rights, including, but not limited to, the professional, motion picture, radio, television, videotape, foreign language, tabloid, recitation, lecturing, publication and reading, are reserved.
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CINDERELLA EATS RICE AND BEANS

Piano/Vocal Score

1. Fairytale Opening

CUE: Top of Show.

Music by D. Wicks La Puma
Lyrics by Karen Zacarías
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2. Ya Vino El Padrino

Piano/Vocal Score

CUE: PADRINO: "Bajo control."

Moderate Salsa ($q = 110$)

CUE: PADRINO: "... kinda sorta."

PADRINO:
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Ya Vino El Padrino

Slightly Faster

GOD-FATHER ES EL HOMBRE, I'M THE MAN TO BE AND MY MAG-IC WILL SOON BE SU-PER FA-BU-
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2. Ya Vino El Padrino

Lo-so, you’ll see although sometimes over-looked I will soon be over-booked for

Wishes and balls and fairy auditioning calls ya vi-no el pa-

Drino although I’ve not passed my test ya
2. Ya Vino El Padrino

VINO EL PADRINO

WHILE MY WIFE IS AT THE SPA I'LL

JUST DO MY BEST

CUE: PADRINO:
"...Cinderella girl, anyway?"

CINDERELLA:

CE-NI-CIEN-TA DE PUER-TO RI-CO IS-LAND OF THE SEA WILL BE A
5. Zapatos Magicos

Piano/Vocal Score

CUE: ROSA: "...Stink your feet?"

Music by D. Wicks La Puma
Lyrics by Karen Zacarias

Slowly, Cola voce

CINDERELLA:

Slowly, Cola voce

A7

Moderate Salsa (q = 100)

C7
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5. Zapatos Magicos

PUE-DEN AN-DAR CA-MI-NAN AL CA-MI-NAR PA-SO A PA-SO LLE-GO A

CON-DE ESTOY PIE A-DE-LAN-TE Y A-TRAS PRA-TI-CA

SOY
8. In Your Shoes

Piano/Vocal Score

CUE: CINDERELLA: "Well, think about it!"

Hip Hip, Contemplative \( \frac{4}{4} = 88 \)

CINDERELLA: "Cinderella eats rice and beans."

ROSA: "And Rosa Perez is just plain mean."

ALL SHE DOES ALL DAY IS WORRY WHAT TO SAY AND IT'S SO MUCH WORK TO BE A JERK

ROSA: "But myself I can't fool. Rosa Perez is not cool."

IT'S A BAD DISGUISE SO NO ONE'S WISE TO THE FACT THAT MY
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50
8. In Your Shoes

C# min

LIFE IS ALL AN ACT
B
BUT CINDERELLA
CINDERELLA

C#  

BEAUTY AND BRAINS SO PURE AND SO FREE
B
SMILE YOU DANCE
YOU'RE A MYSTER Y YOU DO

A

MATH IN YOUR HEAD AND YOU MAKE YOUR OWN BED
G#
YOU DON'T FAIL TO IMPRESS
THAT COURT IS ALL YOURS
YOU'RE A BASKETBALL PRINCESS

ME? NO, I'M NERVOUS SO MUCH THINGS I'VE
NOT TRIED BEFORE I AM TOO SCARED TO TOUCH ALL I
8. In Your Shoes

F♯min G♯min C♯min B F♯min G♯min BOTH:

Slightly Faster

C♯ B C♯ B

STYLE YOUR GRACE YOUR BASKETBALL PACE YOU SWIRL YOU WHIRL SUCH A SPECIAL GIRL

C♯min A 3 G♯7

STANDING TALL WHEN OTHERS TRIP AND FALL HOW DO YOU DO IT ALL? YOUR
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